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AGENDA

Mixed LP receiving

• About mixed license plate receiving.

• Where it applies. 

• How it is set up.

• Demo



• About mixed license plate receiving 

Mixed License Plate Receiving scanning items barcodes confirming item and quantity.

Mixed license plate receiving allows you to build up a license plate consisting of multiple items before registering 
and creating work.  This gives you the option to not have to split up a license plate at the receiving dock to 
register each item.  When using an item related flow to identify the source document lines, the ability to scan 
barcodes on the item control is available.  If the barcode has a quantity and UOM configured on it, the item and 
quantity will automatically be added to the mixed license plate and the user will be returned to the screen to scan 
another item.  This will allow the user to quickly scan all the items without having to confirm at each step.  The 
mixed license plate receiving flow also has a list button that displays the list of items already scanned to the 
license plate, with the option to modify or correct the quantity of an item.



• Where it applies

Where it applies

Mixed license plate receiving is a mobile device receiving flow, used to register and create work for multiple 
lines/items at once.  Especially useful when inbound license plates are received with multiple items on them.  



• How it is set up

How it is setup

Mixed license plate receiving is setup as a mobile device menu item. Creating a new menu item, with mode work 
and not using existing work.  There are two work creation processes for it, “mixed license plate receiving” or 
“mixed license plate receiving and put away”.  The options to identify the source document lines are purchase 
order item, purchase order line, return order, transfer order item, and transfer order line.  These all can change 
which order you are receiving against on a single license plate.  The last option is by load item, you can add 
multiple items to a license plate, but cannot switch between multiple loads.
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